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PROGRAMME INFORMATION 

Episode 1 

Written by Toby Whithouse 

Directed by Niall MacCormick 

Produced by Radford Neville  

London 1972. When a defecting KGB officer reveals the existence of a devastating Soviet plot by the 

name of ‘Operation Glass’, the charismatic head of MI5 must assemble a secret committee to help 

protect Britain. As the Soviets awaken sleeper agents to carry out the plot, the new team are faced 

with an unidentified, invisible threat.  

The first agent reactivated is a civil servant, bullied and blackmailed into working for the KGB. As MI5 

scramble to identify his role in ‘Operation Glass’ Joe Lambe becomes obsessed with the 

reappearance of his nemesis, the Soviet agent codenamed ‘Odin’. 

Stars: Tom Hughes (Joe Lambe); Brian Cox (Daddy); Paul Ritter (Bobby Waterhouse); Victoria 

Hamilton (Sarah Montag); Jonathan Aris (Alan Montag); Shaun Dooley (Jim Fenchurch); Chloe Pirrie 

(Wendy); Judy Parfitt (Hester Waterhouse); Zana Marjanovic (Yulia); Marcel Iures (Arkady); Jevgenij 

Sitochin (Odin); Gabrielle Scharnitzky (Kitty); Timothy Bentinck (Home Secretary); Scott Handy (David 

Hexton) 
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TOBY WHITHOUSE – WRITER AND CREATOR 

 

 

Can you give us an overview of The Game and what viewers can expect? 

The Game is a stylish, complex thriller, exploring the lives and lies of a team of MI5 officers caught in 

the middle of the mercurial and lethal Cold War. 

Gathered to form a special committee by the paranoid head of MI5, known simply as Daddy, they 

must investigate the existence of a devastating Soviet plot that goes to the heart of the British 

establishment; Operation Glass.   

The Soviets are reactivating sleeper agents across the UK, giving each a specific task. Every episode 

the team receive a new name on the list, a new traitor to investigate, a new mission into the 

unknown. At first the tasks seem unconnected, but as the team soon discover, each is part of a 

jigsaw that when completed could change the course of the Cold War. 

As the series progresses, the complex web winds tighter around the team. They must stay one step 

ahead of the Soviets to have any hope of uncovering the truth of Operation Glass, but their every 

move is fraught with danger, and one false move could change the world forever. 

Why did you decide to create The Game?  Were you always a fan of this era and genre? 

I think it began with that story in the press a couple of years ago about Anna Chapman, the Russian 

sleeper agent, who was arrested for being part of a spy ring in New York and London. The story 

seemed to be beamed straight from the 1970s and I think there were several people from my 
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generation who felt an odd pang of nostalgia. We remember when the bogey man wasn't the suicide 

bomber or the EDL thug, but glamorous and ruthless Russian spies. It conjured up images of foggy 

London and murders by poison-tipped umbrellas. We remember the looming spectre of the Soviet 

East, we remember dramas like Threads, and the chilling public information broadcasts about what 

to do in the event of nuclear war. 

I felt this wasn't just a fertile terrain for stories, but also an era that was familiar and yet relatively 

unexplored on popular television. 

Aside from being such an important period in the Cold War, I wanted to set it in the 1970s because it 

meant that a story couldn't be resolved by use of technology. There were no mobile phones, no 

facial recognition software. They lived or died by their ingenuity, insight and adaptability.  

What impact do you think the Cold War and the challenges of the 1970s, with the coal miners’ 

strike and the limited technology of the time, had on espionage? 

It seems strange now, but in the 1970s there was a very genuine fear of nuclear war, and of Soviet 

invasion. The Soviet Union was an expansionist state, and having seen how Russia had annexed 

other countries and destabilised other governments, the UK regarded invasion as a very real threat. 

Trade unions were far more militant than today, and had essentially brought down Heath's 

government single handedly. Consequently the establishment regarded them with fear and ill-

disguised loathing. They suspected links with the Soviet Union and that any industrial action was 

part of a larger and more sinister plot.  

MI5's remit is domestic threats - threats that back then seemed to be coming from all sides, with the 

Republican movement in Ireland gaining momentum and becoming more mobilised. It created an 

incendiary and paranoid atmosphere.  

There is a lot of focus on the complex characters as well as the thriller/MI5 element.  How 

important was this to you? 

I only really know one way to write - and that's by creating the characters first and letting them lead 

the narrative. Before I've started coming up with stories or arcs, I'll have developed a cast of 

characters - their histories, their faults, their strengths - and let them spin the tale. This is possibly 

not the most conventional approach to a spy drama, a genre that is usually plot led, but I wanted 

The Game to be different. I wanted the characters to be as complex as the story.  

Of course the exception is Le Carre (and no, I'm not comparing myself to Le Carre). His narratives 

spring from character. It is George Smiley's weaknesses as much as his brilliance that propel the 
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stories in the Karla trilogy. His melancholy, his disabling love for his wife, his weakness. Those were 

immensely moving human dramas as much as they were great tales of espionage.  

Do you have a favourite character? 

I don't really have a favourite character - each one is as difficult and enjoyable and infuriating and 

exciting to write as any other. Instead, what often happens is that combinations of characters will 

surprise you. I had no idea, for example, that Bobby and Wendy would form an alliance and be such 

fun to write together: his Machiavellian ambition vs her innocence. Similarly Joe's fractured and 

weary outlook vs Jim's simplistic honour. Often it is by forcing one character into the company of 

another that new layers and aspects of their personality are revealed. 

How different a writing challenge was this compared to your previous dramas? 

In a way I think The Game has lots in common with my previous work - especially Being Human. I 

was a big sci-fi / horror / fantasy fan when I was growing up, and the stories I liked most were the 

ones that were taking place in our world, with secret wars going on all around us that we couldn't 

see, but that was in some way shaping and threatening our lives.  It's that same notion - the secret, 

invisible struggle - that attracted me to the world of espionage. The Cold War wasn't a conventional 

war, as one of the characters says. "The objectives, even our own, are unclear and ever changing. It 

is a war of variables and unknowns, and all we can do is watch, surmise and react."  
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TOM HUGHES – JOE LAMBE 

 

 

 

What can you tell us about the character of Joe Lambe?   

He is a honeytrapper, which means he sleeps with women for information.  We meet him a year 

after a big event in his life where he fell madly in love with a girl called Yulia, who act as an informer 

for him at the Russian embassy.  At the start of the first episode we see what looks like Joe offering 

himself up to the KGB to betray his country and to act as informer.  One year on, Joe is back at MI5 

and a broken man.   

How much of an affect do you think the Cold War has on the character of Joe? 

I think any war would affect anyone.  It affects his life on a day to day basis as we’re talking about a 

period where the technology isn’t at the level it is now, so espionage was very different.  In terms of 

his emotional stability that has nothing to do with the war, it’s about the loss of love and the lack of 

love in his life.   

What are his special skills that led to him being brought in to this group recruited by Daddy? 

Joe’s good at reading people and is able to shift his emotional state.  He’s a man that’s never been 

comfortable in his own skin from a young age and has a lot of dark within him, so he’s learnt to 

manage his own emotions. Joe has an uncanny ability to know when people are telling the truth and 

to know what they really mean by the things that they say.  His instincts are sharp and MI5 like that. 
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What attracted you to the role of Joe and ‘The Game’ when you first saw the script? 

For quite a while I’ve been lamenting the lack of parts that have the same dexterity of conflict in the 

leading man compared to what we had in the 70s.  During that time there seemed to be an array of 

characters that dealt with all the sides of what it meant to be a man, from the pressure of being 

perceived to be strong to also dealing with the sensitivities of emotion.  I found that Joe had every 

single facet in one character.  I couldn’t have been more excited.  It’s something I desperately 

wanted to do.  

How important do you think the scenery and the set has been in setting the tone for the drama 

and helping you to create the role of Joe?   

It’s everything.  I’m not a big watcher of TV and films, but I have caught Mad Men over people’s 

shoulders before and that has such an attention to detail, period detail, so you’re immediately 

transported to that time.  It helps suspend your disbelief straight away.  It’s the same as an actor 

when you walk on to a well-dressed set.  The attention to detail on the set of The Game is amazingly 

good.  I just have to put my suit on, my sideburns; I smoke a cigarette and walk on to the set.    

If you could have one of Joe’s attributes what would it be? 

His shoes, he’s got amazing Chelsea boots!  But really that’s a hard question as Joe is quite a messed 

up character.  It would appear on the surface that there is a freedom to him, but all that comes from 

a dark place and at a cost.  I don’t think you could take one facet of Joe without taking all the crap 

that comes with it.  I’d like to be his mate as I think he’s a decent bloke, but there is a lot of darkness 

there and I don’t think I would like that in my life. 

Do you think Joe is quite different from the rest of the group? 

I don’t think he feels allegiance to anything in his life, even to himself.  To a degree he’s emotionless; 

he’s in his own world, his own bubble.  He just happens to be phenomenally good at what he does.  I 

don’t think he finds the job exciting, I just think it’s just what he’s good at doing.  For a lot of the 

other characters this feels like it’s a career, it’s their life.  It’s not for Joe. 
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BRIAN COX – DADDY 

 

 

 

What can you tell us about the character of Daddy? 

Daddy is part of a world which of course even in 1972 was a world that was relatively distant. I 

suspect he was more military than anything else originally, and then came into the secret service 

that route, as opposed to the University route. He runs things in a very particular way and has a very 

particular style. He’s very much like his name suggests; he is Daddy. He keeps the group under lock 

and key, and he knows them well, but there are a few things that have being wrong of late. There’s 

an element of the maverick about him but he’s ambitious so tries to play by the rules. Daddy is a bit 

of a visionary and that’s why on the whole his career has been very successful, but suddenly it’s all 

starting to go wrong, and some think he might be meeting his sell-by date… 

What effect has the Cold War had on him and his role?  

He’s been military all his life, so he’s known war either hot or cold. He’s not known anything else.  

In the background there is a lot of industrial action going on, I remember when there were blackouts 

and a lot of dissatisfaction, so it was an interesting time. 

What’s his relationship with Bobby like? Does he trust him?  

He knows Bobby and he knows what his weakness is. He knows his character and what a good 

operative he is but also how ambitious he is and that he’s not to be trusted. I don’t think he’s really 

threatened by him. In a way Daddy thrives on that sort of dissension in the camp, he’s used to it. It’s 

not something that’s new to him; he feels its part of the job really.  

What is his relationship with Joe like? 
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Joe is the new boy on the block. He’s young and relatively inexperienced, but Daddy has a lot of 

hope for Joe, and in a way Joe is his prize pupil. If Joe was to betray him he would feel much more let 

down than if it was Bobby, and he would feel much more threatened.   

What attracted you to the role and The Game? 

I thought they were excellent scripts and I thought it was a great character. I wanted to come back 

and work in the UK, which I haven’t done for a long time, because the standard of British drama on 

television is really excellent. It’s really first class. The Game is really good and I was very impressed 

by everybody who was involved in the project, both off-screen and on-screen, the whole set up. I 

think it’s one of the best casts in a long time; everyone is wonderful. From the experience of Paul 

Ritter and the exceptional Victoria Hamilton, to the new talent of Chloe and Tom. It has tremendous 

style and I’m very proud of it, I think it’s got all the markings of a really good drama.  

How important were the costumes and set for setting the tone for the drama? 

It was an amazing set, it looks magnificent and so impressive. It’s very representative of the time, 

and I was around then so I remember it quite well! It was actually very nostalgic for me because I 

spent my early formative years in Birmingham, so it was great to be back there.  

 

Did you do any research on the Cold War to prepare the role? 

I lived with a lot of that stuff, so I knew the territory and I didn’t need to do that much research. I’ve 

read John Le Carre’s books and I saw the original Tinker Tailor Solider Spy. John Le Carre really nailed 

it because he knew the real world of the secret service, not the James Bond version of it! I also did 

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold on the radio and years ago I did a film called Hidden Agenda for 

Ken Loach.  

What do you think it must have been like to be part of that world during this period?  

I think it was much more low-key than people realise. I think it was pints in pubs and grubby hotel 

rooms, it was not high-brow at all. The great thing about it was the use of telephones, use of 

microphones, all that stuff that wasn’t particularly high tech. One of the great appeals of the whole 

show is it’s about the nitty gritty stuff, people talking in telephone booths; people getting in taxis 

and following people. You’re thinking on your feet all the time and that’s what the show captures, 

it’s got that vibrancy about it.  

What do you hope viewers will take away from The Game?  

I think they’ll take away really good storytelling and a really good thriller. The show is pretty damn 

hot. The twists are incredible and the performances are great. I hope the viewers will really take it to 

their heart and love it.    
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VICTORIA HAMILTON – SARAH MONTAG 

 

 

 

What did you think when you first saw the script? 

I thought it was fantastically exciting.  I love the Cold War, MI5, spy thriller genre.  And apart from 

anything else the characters are so brilliantly written and layered.  The Game is kind of a double-

barrelled journey as each character is so complicated in their own right; you get to go on an 

emotional journey, as well as the actual spy thriller story.  The two run seamlessly in tandem.   

Can you tell us a little bit about your character and the role she plays in the team? 

Sarah is kind of the exception to every rule.  She holds a senior position in MI5, which no other 

women held at the time, with access to a lot of secret information.  This is quite unique for the 

1970s as most of the positions women held were as secretaries or assistants to the men.  Although 

we don’t talk about the fact that she’s a woman in a man’s world, she very much is.  It’s a great 

challenge to play as I didn’t want Sarah to lose her femininity to fit in with this masculine world.  

Alongside Sarah in Daddy’s team, is the ambitious Bobby Waterhouse.  What are Sarah’s thoughts 

on Bobby?   

Sarah’s relationship with Bobby is interesting, because it is very layered.  On an initial reading I 

thought perhaps they simply just disliked each other.  Something that’s a given with all of these 

characters is that regardless of what they think of each other morally or whether they get on as 

personality types,  they all have respect for each other’s intelligence.   She does have respect for him 

on that level, but there is an awful lot that he represents because of the class he is from, what she 
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regards as his lack of moral standing and the fact that she sees him as part of the old boys club for 

which she has a particular dislike.   

Sarah is married to Alan who is also part of the elite team assembled.  What do you think is the 

secret of the success of their relationship in maintaining it in such a pressurised environment? 

The first few scenes that Jonathan and I filmed were just Sarah and Alan together, where you very 

much see the love and intimacy between the pair.  We filmed them before we ever went in to the 

boardroom with the other characters, which helped to establish the relationship between the two 

away from a work setting.  I think the powerful thing about the relationship is that it is so strong and 

they understand each other’s roles.  They literally have to click in and out of professional mode and 

Alan completely understands that Sarah may be one person with him, but as soon as she’s in work 

mode she simply cannot let herself appear vulnerable in any way at all. 

How would you describe the effect of the Cold War on all of the relationships? 

The Cold War is the other character in this story.  It’s incredibly easy for us to forget just how 

terrified everybody was even though it really wasn’t that long ago.  I spoke to my parent’s about it 

and the fear, the very genuine fear that you could be hit by a nuclear bomb from Russia at any point 

was terrifying.  I do think that kind of situation sped up emotional relationships, because you simply 

didn’t know what was going to happen tomorrow.  That attitude informs these characters and the 

way they live their lives.  On top of that, these characters very much feel that they are almost 

responsible for whether a strike happens or not, which is a fantastically stressful way to live your life.  

What do you hope viewers will take away from The Game? 

To start, I just hope they get a really good story and a plot that pulls them in.  One of the things I 

loved about the script is that it doesn’t patronise the audience you really have to work to keep up 

with what is going on.  I think audiences are a lot brighter than some shows give credit for.  I also 

really hope they fall for the characters.  All of them are being played fantastically well and I hope the 

audience get emotionally involved with them. 
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PAUL RITTER – BOBBY WATERHOUSE 

 

 

 

Can you tell us a little bit about your character and the role he plays in the team assembled by 

Daddy? 

Bobby Waterhouse is Oxford educated and epitomises the establishment.  He’s the head of counter 

espionage at MI5.  And when Daddy looks to counter act this very subtle plot, which seems to have 

been launched against Britain by the Soviet Union, Bobby to his delight is seconded on to the team.  

He should be a shoe-in for it anyway, but he’s very pleased.  He simply has to know everything that’s 

going on and is extremely ambitious.  I have my own theory that there is a big part of him that feels 

like an outsider, which is why he seeks to dominate to the degree that he does.   

What are his relationships like with his colleagues?  Is he a good leader? 

Bobby is something of a lone wolf.  He has a competitive edge with some of his colleagues, but that 

doesn’t mean to say that he doesn’t respect them.  He’s surrounded by very intelligent people.  He 

has a slightly edgy relationship with everyone, including himself.  Bobby’s not quite sure who he is or 

quite what he’s doing there and I’m sure there’s a part of him that would love to be doing something 

completely different with his life; however it was the path that was marked out for him.  Looking at 

his back story, his father was a very eminent diplomat and he comes from one of those families that 

produced generation after generation of distinguished public servants.    
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Bobby’s mother is very much still involved in his life.  How pivotal do you think that relationship 

is? 

It’s a very fundamental relationship.  You have the sense that they’ve only got each other in this 

world and are possibly very lonely.  They are locked together in this oppressive mother and son 

relationship.  Hester, his mother, was clearly one of the great political hostesses of her generation 

and she expects a lot and to be fair to him, Bobby delivers, but it’s never quite enough.   

What attracted you to ‘The Game’ when you first saw the script? 

I thought Toby had written great characters.  And of course the dramatic movement of it deals with 

rather elusive things.  No one is really sure what’s happening.  It’s an incredible conjuring act all at 

once, which is kept alive by its truthful and very entertaining interactions between the great 

characters.   

What do you hope viewers will take away from The Game? 

I hope they will be entertained.  I hope they will fasten their seatbelts for the ride as it has great 

momentum.  It’s very exciting. 
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JONATHAN ARIS – ALAN MONTAG 

 

 

 

What can you tell us about your character and how he fits in to Daddy’s elite force assembled to 

tackle Operation Glass? 

My character is Alan Montag and he is one of the department’s nosey parkers.  He’s responsible for 

surveillance, bugging, microphones and listening in.  Alan is trusted to be part of Daddy’s top team 

of agents who are looking in to Operation Glass along with his wife, Sarah Montag who is a brilliant 

intelligence analyst.  It’s quite unusual to have a married couple in that scenario.  Alan is a quiet and 

shy man, who has his own style of courage, but isn’t running around the field with a gun.  He’s a 

bright man who has a lovely relationship with his wife Sarah, they are each other’s rocks.  As the 

story unfolds it transpires they are having some issues and how they prop each other up against 

them is quite sweet. 

What do you think is the secret to Alan and Sarah’s relationship? 

There’s genuine warmth, love and respect which they can lean on at home and at work when it’s 

tense.  We see throughout the drama moments of tenderness and yet they have to absolutely be 

able to set it aside and be professional and focused on their own things when that’s appropriate.  I’m 

guessing it wasn’t that common to have close personal relationships in this type of scenario, but I 

dare say it did happen and it must have been a struggle to honour them both. 
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What do you think the Cold War did to these people on the frontline? 

It must have been fantastically pressured because the threat was invisible, but the consequences of 

getting it wrong were globally cataclysmic.  I was born in the 1970s and my parents like others of 

their generation were terrified of having children in that climate.  For the people who were 

responsible for protecting the nation, I can’t begin to imagine what the stress must have felt like and 

how they dealt with it. 

What were your first impressions when you saw the script? 

When I first read the scripts I thought two things, as a punter I cannot wait to watch it and as an 

actor I will kill to play that part!  For me, Alan has a bit of everything, the job that he does is just 

delicious with the microphones and gadgetry.  I love machines; I’m one of those people who can’t 

wait to get the back off something to see how they work.  So I was dying to do that side of it.  Also, 

the writing in this is so clever in that all of the characters have a role within the team, but they each 

have a separate story, which is sometimes at odds with their role in the spy story.  Alan as a 

character has everything and for me as an actor, it was a dream part. 

Did you do any research on the Cold War in order to prepare for this role? 

When the job came through I began to make my way through the John le Carre canon.  It’s supposed 

to be very accurate as he came from that world.  I also read a few factual books about the actual 

history of MI5 and its hair raising stuff!  These people were so alone, so unsupported by the 

technology that we’re used to now.  You were isolated and lost if you couldn’t get in touch with 

anyone or if plans changed.  It’s not like today at all.              

What do you hope viewers will take away from The Game? 

I hope the audience will find the mounting tension pretty much irresistible.  Each week there’s a new 

name on the list and there’s a new story to be investigated.  They build week on week to a resolution 

you can’t wait to see.  But against all of that you’ve got the team’s own little stories and certainly for 

Alan and Sarah they go on a very emotional journey and to see how their relationship absorbs these 

knocks I think will be pretty exciting.  It’s a really rich group of stories that they’ve stitched together.       
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CHLOE PIRRIE – WENDY 

 

 

 

Could you tell us a little bit about your character and the role she plays in the team? 

Wendy is essentially a secretary, but has been upgraded from the normal run of the mill secretaries.  

She doesn’t really know what’s happened, but she finds herself plucked out from her everyday role 

and suddenly realises that she’s in a room with different people.  Her awareness that she is being 

scouted is quite odd to her. 

Who would you say that Wendy is closest to in the team? 

Well Daddy is her boss and engineering her career, but she also has this weirdly close relationship 

with Bobby.  She ends up living with him and sees a side to him that others haven’t.  He embarrasses 

himself in front of her, allowing her to see this window in to him and for that reason they develop a 

bit of a bond, which isn’t spoken about. 

How do you think the Cold War affected relationships within the team? 

I think it must have been odd to work in a building taken up all day with this reality.  It must have 

required a very tough professional outlook and going home I can imagine that’s when it must have 

hit you.  For Wendy this is what she absolutely wants to do - at one point she’s actually living in the 

building!    
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What attracted you to the role of Wendy and ‘The Game’ when you first saw the script? 

I was sent two episodes and I just thought the writing was great and it was a really well-crafted show.  

The way they briefed the character was really appealing.  There was the temptation with Wendy to 

make her terribly naïve, mousy almost, but through her actions we see she is fiercely ambitious.  

There was more to her than what you might assume. 

Did you do any research on the Cold War in order to prepare for this role? 

I studied this period at school, so a lot of my research for this role was re-remembering things I’d 

learnt about, but with a more adult perspective.  I tried to make myself aware of the culture at that 

time, and to think about what it would have been like to work in that era with no technology and 

without anything that we think goes hand in hand with spies now. 

Did you have a specific approach to the character or were you quite led by the script? 

It was quite instinctive for me as it came off the page so easily.  When I went in for my auditions it 

seemed to be very natural as everything was there.  

If you could have one of Wendy’s attributes what would that be? 

I think she must be very hard working and intensely practical.  I think anyone who works in this field 

must be able to think in a very pragmatic way and I would like to be able to do that in life, to think 

things through in a completely unemotional way.  I think Wendy puts up an appearance of not being 

that way, but she is very capable of being so. 

What do you hope viewers will take away from The Game? 

I think stylistically and historically it’s a very interesting period, particularly with a lot of things that 

are happening at the moment.  Although it was a different time it is useful to think about how we’ve 

been here before with slightly different circumstances, different people and different countries 

maybe.  I think drama can be so useful from that point of view.   

 

 

 

 

 

 


